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Maybe you've lost a pair of sunglasses. Maybe you've found some other earring. Perhaps these items turn up in a lost-and-found area somewhere - a hotel, an amusement park, a school. It's great and all, but it's possible that your experience floats compared to these cool, unique and strange artifacts that have become established lost and found all over the world. Advertising
Office Found Objects at the southern end of Paris is a massive repository of the city's lost items. The central collection was created in the 1800s during Napoleon and now receives up to 700 items a day that are found on the subway, restaurants, museums, airports, streets and other places. Although some of the items are ultimately claimed, many are not, including a real human
skull that was found at a Paris train station near the catacombs. The city's catacombs include 200 miles (322 kilometers) of tunnels that are wall-neatly lined with the skeletons of about 7 million people, some dating back more than 1,200 years. Although no one at the office quite knows how the skull was removed, chances are there is some body missing it. 2. Wedding dress with
Matching Shoes Deep Paris Office Found Objects, museum strange - musée de l'insolite - is created by some of Paris's most exciting lost items. There is a hoverboard, a man-sized replica of a Paris street lamp, a plaster statue of Jesus Christ, military medals and even a sword from the late 1890s. One set of items, however, raises a series of questions about the circumstances
that could lead to its stay in a hotel of abandoned things: a wedding dress and matching shoes, all of which are young, clean and wearing a bag, as if it were the day they should be worn. While the brides who have originated it a mystery, office workers point to a well-worn story that it was left in the back of the cab after a lovers controversy – and never looked again. 3. Pieces from
the World Trade Center One of the most sizable items at the Office of Found Objects is still sought and coming, not from France, but from the United States. It is a red bag with three pieces of concrete from the World Trade Centre that were discovered in an abandoned suitcase in Paris shortly after the terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001. The suitcase also had a bright orange
vest of a New York City transit officer. 4. Rocket Control System Of course, an unclaimed luggage center in Scottsboro, Alabama, has a lot to expect: flash drives, socks, umbrellas and a casual Scottish kiln. But over the past 40 years unpacking suitcases lost during air travel, downtown staff have been confronted with some national treasures, too. The camera from the space
shuttle was recovered, identified and immediately sent back to NASA. The rocket control system fighter jet was a real jaw-dropper, The functional system was equipped with a plate that read: Handle with extreme caution. I'm worth my weight in gold. After a few minutes to collect themselves, unclaimed baggage center staff contacted the air force and returned to fighter jet gear.
Advertising Unclaimed baggage center is not your typical lost and found. The building covers the entire city block and has become one of Alabama's top tourist attractions, with more than a million visitors each year. Among the valuable - and just plain interesting - lost items that ended up is the Limoges vase, which sold to the customer for $80, but was later valued at $18,000.
The painting, which was originally marked $60 later, was found to be worth a whopping $25,000. One of the stunning finds was a 5.8 carat diamond and platinum ring that was packed in socks and tucked away in an unclaimed suitcase. 6. 50 Vacuum-packed frogs After a three-month tracing process to find owners or pay out any claims, airlines sell the remaining lost baggage to
the unclaimed baggage centre. Clothes are dry or washed, jewelry is cleaned and appreciated, electronics are wiped out in their memory caches and tested. Once upon a time, sorters at an unclaimed luggage center discovered 50 vacuum-packed frogs packed into someone's luggage. No word on the state of frog existence, or exactly what kind of frogs they were, but the find was
remarkable enough to become an unclaimed baggage center legend. 7. Tombstone ... Already engraved under an unclaimed baggage center, 99.5 percent of checked bags carried during domestic airline travel get to where they travel. The remaining 0.5 percent? Most of the items are given a second life, but at least one item clearly already had one; engraved tombstone was
recovered from some unclaimed luggage. After all, the visitor to the unecovered luggage center bought it and turned it into a coffee table. 8. Prosthetic legs from umbrellas to novels, more than 300,000 objects are forgotten on London trains and buses each year. In Transport for London lost property division, baby-sized stuffed Spider-Man perches atop exposed air duct, and a
tribal mask is supported next to the head of a taxidermy warthog. And in one of the chapter's relatively rare happy endings, the urn of ash that lived on the shelf for nearly seven years finally returned to its rightfully owned. However, one of the most shocking lost items certainly missed right away – but strangely, never claimed. The prosthetic leg with an attached athletic shoe is still
waiting for its owner. 9. Live Lobster Some of the strangest lost and found objects are those left behind by riders in Uber cars. The ride-sharing company has created its Lost and Found Index, a comprehensive list of interesting items for riders left behind when they exit the vehicle. To many of the missing goods commonplace (phones, sunglasses and keys), others leave us
begging for the whole story. One rider left behind a life-size neckline of Will Ferrell's character from the Christmas movie Elf. Another forgot the whole paycheck, but the equally forgetful passenger out of place his living lobster in the back of the car. Regardless of whether it's a Valium recipe, a hat made of wood or a bulletproof vest – what's the story there? — Uber reports that
passengers are likely to leave behind on Saturday night. Bill Machrone on September 11, 2001 at 11:22 am On this site can earn affiliate commissions from this page link. Terms of Use. Nick Stam called me a few minutes after 9:00 am Tuesday morning, his voice full of disbelief and suffering. Have you seen what happens? Turn on the TV! Our cable system was down, but he
recapped two planes hitting the WorldTrade Center as I jury-rigged the FM antenna on the back of the TV. I caught the first replay of the second plane hitting the tower. It looked unreal, like an anearly Bruce Willis movie. But when I stepped outside my suburban New Jersey homeand looked northeast, I could see the smoke in the smoky, making it all too real. I'd been planning to
work at home to complete a review of the Linksyswireless/router, but frankly, i didn't get much done. People called andemailed all day, saying: Thank God you don't have to go into Citytoday. But mostly I just watched the news with the mounting horror and scant, oppressive weight that comes with the realization that we've lost the most vital. We have lost our lives, we have lost
friends, and the total human cost will not be known for weeks. But how do we regain our sense of security? What freedoms will we have to take to protect the madness from our lives? Our society is in common with the most open and loosest, despite sometimes valid protests by free defenders on both extremes of the political spectrum. This freedom allows terrorists to manoeuvre
easily within our borders. No one checks your ID when you cross the border from New Jersey to New York; the mobility that we use and the guaranteed privacy we can still be victims of. I'm worried, as I'm sure you, about how technology will be applied and misused in an effort to make the US safer. You heard that the government scanned the faces of everyone at the Super Bowl
last year, nailing everyone from scofflaws to drug dealers among high-rolling fans. Awesome display technological made, perhaps, but which of us felt safer result? And what of the Clipper chip, a hardware device that was supposed to allowus to encrypt all of our online transactions except for a small detail, which law enforcement agencies would have a back-door key that would
decrypt anyClipper message. We were so close to getting clipper signed as the only legitimate way to encrypt our online commerce. But what criminal orthotic organization would be stupid enough not to pre-encrypt its messages with some other technique? It turned out to be a classic case of locks keeping outthe honest people. However, representatives from the White House,
NSA, and FBI repeatedly said to me, If you knew what I know, you would support it. But they will never give us a glimpse of what it was that they knew. I am sorry, but that is not how the democratic decision-making process works. If the threat is serious enough, the country can introduce specific legislation, as is the case during the war, and the government can take on the power
of Draconians to ensure national security. Is that what we want? Is that what we need to do? If so, we're also on the way with Echelon, a global intelligence gathering and surveillance system that has done its best to keep hidden but has gotten some unwanted publicity of late. But have thebillions spent on Echelon do us any good to discover or prevent WorldTrade
Center/Pentagon war? It seems to me that we are simply doing it wrong. We don't need a complicated eavesdropping as much as a good, old-fashionedsnitch. Or take air traffic safety. How far do we want to go to prevent people from carrying weapons on planes? Do you agree to get to the airport two hours early for a more thorough security check? Clearly, x-ray unmagnetometer
screening is a little less than useless, they're looking for guns and explosives, but I'm carrying any number of sharp and potentially injurious objects, from scissors to a woodcly cutter tool set, to my surgicallysharp pocket knife, no doubt. But they make me turn on mycomputer. We could go to extremes and eliminate all carry-ons except maybe a apaperback book. We could make
people turn into polyester overalls, and check their clothes, too. And whether the body cavity is looking to detect all concealed weapons. Or we could start x-raying people as well as baggage. Why can't we applytechnology to the problem of low-dose X-rays, which need to do little more than different bone and soft tissue from weapons? I've already heard talk about reinstituting the
Sky Marshal program, which was created to prevent seemingly weekly skyjackings with disaffectednutcases who wanted to go to Cuba, visit the Pope, or shed light on their cause. The sky marshals were canvas cloths, but armed. Would it be more effective to have a caret up there in a jump seat flak jacket and assault rifle arrubberleis bullets? There is nothing very high-tech about
soldiers with a weapon, but what if we want to apply technology to the problem of abduction? Could we rebuild our jetfleet with anti-hijacking measures? How about autopilot, which can beappeal from the ground to prevent significant deviations from the flight the abduction situation is to be Modern jet's avionics are irfully capable of a second time flying to its destination, and landing
in a manless intervention. Could we use these innate abilities? Should we equip our main buildings and metropolitan centres with the ability to defend ourselves? Phalanx weapon on the roof? Is it inexorable that there is no military airfield close enough to New York to resist an air strike? And how do we feel about using our massivemilitary air force against our own domestic fleet
when it is threatened? The F-16smay or may not have shot down a United flight that crashed in Pennsylvania; the story has not yet been told, and I'm not at all sure I wantknow. Each generation loses its virginity in one way or another. Pearl Harbor, Vietnam, Munich Olympics, Waco, Oklahoma City. We learn and develop. Butso do threat. Can we use our brilliant, creative minds
to reduceia to make them tolerable, to maintain our way of life, not to live insearly? I fervently hope so. So.
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